Cross sections have been measured for~+ and vr inelastic scattering to the 2l levels of ' 
tracted from pion scattering with M"( -1) obtained from the lifetime measurements that have already been measured for many 2l~0& transitions in T, = -1 sd-shell nuclei.
Cross sections have been measured previously for~-+ inelastic scattering near the b, 3/p 3/p ( T"=180 MeV) to the 2l states in ' 0, '" Mg, and 
with dp;(r) p, ";(r) = -P;R; r and I =2,
where l is the multipolarity of the transition, p"; is the proton or neutron transition density, and p; is the proton or neutron ground-state density, with half-density radius R;. 'We calculated (r~)r"' using (r' )t;, = -,R'+ -, tr'a'". There are significant differences between earlier compilations'" of M"( -1) and more recent results. ' We find better agreement between our neutron matrix elements and the newer proton matrix elements. The value of the ratio of M"( -1) from the electromagnetic data' to M"(+1) from this pion analysis varies from 0.88 for S to 1.31 for Ca; the weighted average over ' 0, Ne, Mg, Si, ' S, and " Ca is 1.08+0.04. 
